Selected Songs

All in the April Evening
C min. D min and F min (A) — D) J. Michael Diack

Come Let's Be Merry
Bb (Bb — D) H. Lane Wilson

Cuckoo, The
C and D (C — A) Liza Lehmann

Cuckoo Song
B (F — A) Roger Quilter

Do not go, my Love
D min F and G min Richard Hazeman

Dream Valley
D, F and G (B — D) H. Lane Wilson

Drink to Me only with Thine Ey
E, F and G (E — E) Edward Elgar

Ethiopia Saluting the Colours
A, Bb (A — D) Edward Elgar

Fair House of Joy
A, Bb and D (C — E) H. Lane Wilson

Fairy Lough, The
D and F (A — E) C. Armstrong Gibbs

False Phillis
C (C — F) A Dorothy Parke

Fires Eyes
D min and Bb min (D — D) Edward Elgar

Hornblower
A and A (D — E) H. Lane Wilson

Is She not Passing Fair?
D, F and G (C — E) B. E. Michael Head

It was a Lover and his Last
E and A (C — E) C. Villiers Stanford

Johns
D, E and F (B — D) S. Coleridge-Taylor

June
D, E and F (B — D) Roger Quilter

Love's Philosophy
A, D and F (A — E) Frederick Keel

Memory Island
E and F (A — E) Avery Robinson

My Love's an Albatross
G and A (D — E) H. Walford Davies

New Umbrella, The
C (C — F) H. Lane Wilson

Nod
B (B — D) C. Armstrong Gibbs

New Steps the Crimson Petal
E, F and G (C — E) Edward Elgar

Note the compass of the lowest key only is given
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